Huawei Twitter and Facebook January 27 – 28

Welcome to the Intelligent era! Discover how Huawei is helping industries and the people in it connect to this new world of possibilities. #HuaweiMWC #MWC20 tinyurl.com/um8o6j

2019 Nobel Prize in Economics winner Abhijit Banerjee met Huawei Senior Management Consultant Huang Weiwei to talk about all things #ICT - especially the need for it to be made more #accessible to people worldwide. #TECH4ALL

Built On Value: Intelligence, Connectivity, Development. When Huawei Senior Management Consultant Huang Weiwei met 2019 Nobel Prize in Economics winner... cfyoutube.com

#ChineseNewYear is a celebration of togetherness for families and communities, because each of our lives are intertwined in unimaginable ways. Just like the #artwork of Yuan Manjun — a fifth-generation inheritor of Yuan paper cutting. Enjoy! #CNY #YearOfTheRat
Huawei has made two special donations to the Ghana Police Service and the Greater Accra Regional Hospital to contribute to their local communities. Read more.

Huawei Festive Donations: Ghana Police and Greater Accra Regional Hospital

Huawei Technologies Ghana has made two special donations to the Ghana Police Service and the Greater Accra Regional Hospital to show their support.

The P30 Pro takes first place in @hrburrell's top Huawei phones of 2020. Read the full article in @TechAdvisorUK to see how our other phones ranked.

Huawei phones have grown to become an excellent Android choice in 2020. Whether you want flagship or cheap, there's a Huawei phone for every budget. Here are the best Huawei phones.
5G, A Game Changer For Sports Live Streaming

#5GisON in the UK, and it’s a game changer for sports live streaming. Check out this clip to see how 5G is living up to its promises. #MWC20

youtube.com

Why does @TonyScottCIO believe you must have a “zero-trust approach” to national security? Read on for about why supporting an open dialog between companies like Huawei and governments is the key to managing cyber threats on @SecurityWeek.securityweek.com/huawei-and-sup...

We’re improving our sustainability strategy for a fully connected, intelligent world. Find out how. tinyurl.com/5n3m8rw

We need to protect our earth. Technology can help. #AlfForEarth #TECH4ALL

In Central America
Being #PrivacyAware is critical for governments, individuals and businesses.

#DataPrivacyDay tinyurl.com/rbkfpeu

TRANSPARENCY.
USER BENEFIT.
SECURITY.
LEGAL COMPLIANCE.

#DataPrivacyDay

Smart city construction is critical to Chengyang's development. Explore how Huawei is helping this beautiful and lively city build a #5G industry ecosystem.

Huawei Horizon Digital Platform Enables Smart Chengyang.

Huawei and Qingdao's Chengyang District have developed a proposal for new type of Smart Cities, e.huawei.com

Let's talk about our rising star program! We interviewed five young, energetic Huawei employees to discuss their expectations for the future of technological innovation. See what they had to say.

Huawei: Who Are We? The Youth Is The Future
We interviewed 5 young, energetic Huawei employees from 5 different European offices, including London, youtube.com
There’s a lot to be spooked about when it comes to #cybersecurity. #AndyPurdy will be explaining what is keeping governments from developing strong strategies for risk management when it comes to #5G and the #SuitsandSpooks conference in DC next week. https://tinyurl.com/t7qdxx3

An open dialog between companies and governments is the only way to properly manage security risks. Security Week dives into a few reasons why we need a zero trust approach to network security and why blanket bans are not a solution. https://tinyurl.com/skknusp

Huawei and Supply Chain Security - The Great Geopolitical Debate | SecurityWeek.Com

How and to what extent solving the cybersecurity p...
Are you #PrivacyAware? Here at Huawei, we believe that privacy is critical for governments, individuals and businesses. #DataPrivacyDay
https://tinyurl.com/rbkfpeu